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by Joy P. Duskin
Autobiographical Illusions is a journey that
goes back and forth in time. Trying to remember what I think
and who I think I am. It is as simple as falling asleep one place
and waking up somewhere else, in someone else's dream or
maybe into another reality.
I am constantly evolving, learning, changing,
pursuing, avoiding, imagining, exploring, fearing, confronting,
loosing, gaining, inventing, playing, listening, seeing,
struggling and trying to express myself through my writings
and my art.
This is a micro view of how I see into my
world, my memories, and of remembering only in black, white
and gray. Years of trying to remember my past have led me to
realize that it does not really matter anymore, because the
journey has become more important. It does not matter where I
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Autobiographical Illusions began years ago.
My memories are not clear. They are vague visions of what
was. The are blurred illusions of the past. I decided to tell my story
in my thesis, or give the illusion of memory which is my life.
The medium I chose evolved from my love of lettering and
weaving. For as long as I can remember, the two were mysteries I
most wanted to explore. How did people make those beautiful
strokes to create the letter forms? How were the threads put
together to make the fabric? The natural progression of my art was
to combine these two disciplines.
The thesis itself became an exorcism. It rid myself of
past demons, and unexplainable events that have changed my life
forever.
Struggling to begin. ..is like the proverbial new piece
of paper with no marks upon it. That hesitation, the
trepidation of that first mark.
Where to place it?
The fear ofmaking mistakes... (and finally) learning to
incorporate them.
Excerpt from my journal, June 25, 1996.
UNDERLYING STRUCTURES:
Hindsight: Images of Myself
Reflecting on my journey, I remember as a young child,
sitting alone in my room, drawing for hours. I was content and
very proud of my abilities. Later, in my college career years,
came the disillusion. I was too busy comparing myself to
others to focus on what I could do as an artist. I never felt
good enough about my own art work. My hand always carried
the graphite, the charcoal, even the paint on the brush too
heavily . I created thick, dark, ugly marks. My drawings and my
paintings were always over worked. Everything I created
looked hideous. I wanted my work to be aesthetically beautiful,
a perfect representation of what I saw.
My art was never perfect.
I struggled and then I gave up.
I found another aspiration accidentally. While
attending the State University of New York at Geneseo, I
literally bumped into two individuals on campus,
communicating through American Sign Language. This was
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amazing. I wanted to learn sign language. This was something I
could do, engaging my mind and my hands at the same time. I
first went through a ten week Basic Interpreter Training
Program (1977) sponsored by the National Technical Institute
for the Deaf. It was the most impressionable summer of my
life. I went back to college that same fall, 1977, to finish my
senior year at Geneseo. I was not motivated in my course work.
I realized that I needed a significant change in my career
goals. I decided I would apply to Gallaudet College located in
Washington, D.C. In 1978, Gallaudet College was the only
Liberal Arts College for the deaf, world wide. I enrolled as a
Special Student in Gallaudet's program for hearing students.
This program allowed me to continue my training to become a
Sign Language interpreter for the Deaf. While attending
Gallaudet College, I painted a few backdrops for a traveling
children's production within the Theater department. That was
the only art I did for several years.
I stayed on at Gallaudet to work and finish a second
degree, an Associates of Arts in Interpreting for the Deaf.
Washington, D.C. was a supportive environment for a career
start, but I wanted to return to the National Technical
Institute for the Deaf (NTID) at Rochester Institute of
Technology (RIT), Rochester, New York. I was hired in the fall
of 1 980 as an Interpreter for the College of Graphic Arts and
Photography on the Rochester Institute of Technology, campus.
The following year my work assignment expanded to
include interpreting for Art History courses within the College
of Fine and Applied Arts, at RIT. In that course assignment I
discovered art content and context that both enlightened and
expanded my visions.
Today, after seventeen years of interpreting and
working in the field of Art in higher education, I have
discovered that for me the critical thinking behind
artists'
work is more intriguing than their visual expressive art.
CATALYSTS:
The question of why artists created art the way they did,
and how they proceeded to execute art forms was fascinating.
The historical and social precedents of the evolution of
twentieth century art opened an entirely new perspective to
me. I was introduced to such creative geniuses as Marcel
Duchamp and Andre Breton, Arshile Gorky and Joseph Beuys.
For the first time I was able to comprehend the
motivation and conviction of
artists'
work, supportive of
movements like Dada, Futurism, Fauvism, Conceptual and
Performance Art. For the first time I was hearing , learning
and understanding why people were so passionate to create
art work.
Art was not made for the mere satisfaction of creating
beautiful representations. Art existed as a means for
expressing an idea, a concept a belief, a vision. The artists
exposed the raw truths of their souls. As spokes people, they
exposed political oppression and the devastation's of war.
Artists wanted to tell the world what was happening en lieu of
television and radio, media messages. Artists were the mass
media before technology came into our living rooms, and they
were the first to depict the scenes of human life, showing us
how technology was, and continues to change our lives. Before
people were taught or allowed to read, there was only the
artistic depiction of life events.
With each new stage of my life experiences, I look at my
own soul, pondering and questioning. What are my beliefs,
values, and goals? How do they shape my world?
I have become an artist in my own right.
ART REFLECTS LIFE/LIFE REFLECTS ART
I realize how true the basis of my thesis work reflects my own
life. I chose to limit my palette to an achromatic study, white
to black. Not remembering color, all my memories of childhood,
through early adulthood were visualized and recalled in shades
of gray. Things were ever-changing, from light to shadow, on
to heavy darkness, and into what seemed intensely black,
where everything was seemingly lost forever. Then gradually
images faded back to gradations of gray shadows, and then
back to light; finally into brightness again.
My life can be described in shades of grays, rather than
in black and white contrasts. The idea of black and white is not
like a light switch, either on or off. A more accurate depiction
of my world would be that of a rheostat switch, that is, a
gradual shedding of lightness or fading into darkness. There
are times when there have been incredible periods of darkness
in my life, as well as profound moments of almost unbearable
jarring brightness.
So the concept of my thesis began with that terrible
darkness and an emergence of my journey, growing into the
light.
MY LIFE: DARKNESS INTO LIGHT:
I reluctantly packed my bags on Friday, May 19, 1978, to
drive with my parents and a brother from Staten Island, New
York to Geneseo State College in upstate New York. Observing
family photographs, I looked pretty miserable, but
participating in the graduation ceremony at Geneseo was
important to my parents. Saturday, the twentieth, was my
graduation.
Two days later I returned to Gallaudet College to attend
the twenty second graduation ceremonies to be held on the
campus of Catholic University, Washington, D.C. It was the
most impressionable graduation I had ever attended. The chapel
at Catholic University was breathtaking. The interpreters were
stationed throughout the church so that everyone could see and
hear the ceremony.
The ceremony concluded late in the afternoon. I had a
vague memory of feeling exhausted, and I still had a long drive
home to face, that day.
My next memory was only frightening blackness. There
was no light, no sound. There was nothing, just a black void.
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I remember nothing for several days. Then I opened my
eyes to a blurry vision of what I realized was a hospital, but I
wasn't in the room. It was more like a dream that you cannot
wake up from. Everything around me was blurred, my head
pounded with pain. I could not speak or move without severe
pain.
My jaw was broken on both sides and wired shut. Most of
my front teeth were gone. My right ear had been reattached.
The front of my head had a laceration that started above my
left eye brow and continued across my right eye brow through
my hairline circling around to the back of my head. I received
over 100 stitches on my face
I learned much later I had been literally scraped off the
highway and flown by helicopter to a shock trauma unit at the
University of Maryland and John Hopkins Hospital.
I was to spend the next ten days in the hospital and the
next three months sleeping eighteen hours a day. Finally I
returned to Gallaudet College where I continued my Interpreter
Training, and attempted to catch up on lost time.
OVERLAPPING MEMORIES:
So began my search for self. I needed to answer the
questions of who I was, past and present. You can plan your
whole life, but that is not a guarantee that life will cooperate
with those goals. What I had known as my life was gone. All my
plans and goals seemed out of reach. It seemed as if I had to
relearn so many of the skills that I had always taken for
granted. Reading, seeing and remembering had to be relearned.
Remembering, was the most frustrating aspect of the recovery
process.
I suffered what is referred to as disseminated brain
damage. My life memories do return, triggered by different
circumstances or senses. Sometimes a smell, the way light
hits the water, playing with a
friends'
child, or a quick change
in weather or just sitting. The return of memory is in intense
image spurts. The sensation is like a slide projector running
amuck in my mind; a flashing of slide after slide inside my
head. The slides appear randomly and furiously. Once a memory
returns, a flurry of images appear. These memories or slides
were not single images, but instead they are layers of images
overlapping the last and the next. The use of layers is akin to












/ damned well was going to paint the way I wanted to.
" 1
Georgia O'keeffe
This quote pretty much sums up how I feel about doing
my own work. I do it for me. It has to come solely from me,
because it is me.
There is no time to waste on unimportant, superficial
work that does not come from my inner spirit, otherwise there
is no reason for it to exist. The work is made from a need to
express who I was, where I came from. How did I arrive at this
point? Simply put, it is a declaration of self. This is who I am.
Having grown up during the late 1950's and through the
sixties, I was continually advised to keep my emotions to
myself and to stop being so sensitive. I could not change who I
was. The messages I received made me believe that I indeed
needed to conform to society for a successful future.
When I was interpreting a course titled "WOMEN IN ART AND
SOCIETY".
I was introduced to significant women artists. It began
with Artemisia Gentileschi 1593-1652/3, a major artist of
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the Baroque era. Can you imagine what it is like to know that
there were recognized women artists dating as far back as the
seventeenth century? I had never been exposed to these woman
artists in my college Art History courses. I did not learn about
these woman until I was in my mid-thirties. Up until this time,
I was lead to believe that woman were inferior to men as
artists. No one ever directly stated that out loud, but there
was just as much to be learned about what was omitted from
our art history as from what has been documented. This
knowledge of other woman artists finally gave me the courage
to do the art work I was so afraid to create and exhibit. I have
been influenced by all woman artists before me who have had
the courage, to break through their oppression. The rules and
laws of a patriarchal, repressive society has hindered the
growth of the female spirit.
Rosa Bonheur had to get permission from the constable to
wear pants so she could paint in the stockyards. Georgia
O'Keefe, realized her spirit and her soul belonged apart from
others and left New York and her husband for the desert
solftude. Helen Frankenthaler, investigated Color Field
techniques of staining the canvas instead of brush painting the
surface. These women provided insights into how I should
approach my silk-screening and painting on fabric. And most
importantly learning about Frida Kahlo who has become one of
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my greatest inspirations. In her paintings, she dealt with life
altering-events, a bus accident at the age of fourteen that
caused her severe physical and mental anguish for the rest of
her life. Her artist work centered upon her life as it was
effected by that tragic event.
WHEN PUSH COMES TO SHOVE:
I know that for me to excel, and how I incorporate what I
learn and do into my life requires a great deal of trust and
honesty. When I do not experience these two essential
ingredients I find it difficult to create in a given environment.
I need to create my work in a very isolated, quiet place. Some
of the artists that I feel closely parallel my concept or style
of working are Arshile Gorky, Willem De Kooning, Yves Klein
and Jackson Pollack, though I feel a strongly connected to and
greatly inspired by how Helen Frankenthaler and Frida Kahlo
and Georgia O'Keeffe worked as women. But the males have
been more closely documented, and I have learned more about
them through my interpreting art history courses. Those artist
I so admired employed a technique known as, "Psychic
Automatism". I have found many definitions of this technique.
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The simplest explanation I have found is also the closest
to how I've incorporated it in my life, and my experiences. I
believe that a Professor and a colleague has summed up what I
have always felt is true for me as a student. Dr. Jack Slutsky
said,
"
I am a firm believer that learning does not take place in
the classroom. Learning occurs upon reflection after the class
is
over."
Dr. Jack Slutsky defines "Psychic
Automatism"
as simply
as "where you go is dependent upon where you are, which
occurred because of where you were. You really need to trust
the unconscious, of which, free association is a sister
process."
Further, I believe free association is not as random
as it seems, but rather a cumulative process of what I have
stored in areas of my brain that must be activated for the
information to be utilized. This can be interpreted as not
knowing that we have this information or knowledge until
something triggers it. And then, all of a sudden, we are aware
that we do have that knowledge.
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PSYCHIC AUTOMATISM:
So as I proceed on my serendipitous journey I do
eventually arrive at the direction I need to be going, though my
works appear to be "happy accidents". It is the unconscious
that is always driving me, and when I learn to trust my
instincts, and follow through on my intuition, and not allow
people to sway me off course, I can accomplish unbelievable
feats.
Introduction to Automatism:
Definition: involuntary action; unthinking routine.
(psych) action performed unconsciously or sub
consciously, mental state to accompany such actions.
Proto - Automatism; Automatic writing
2
"
A true personal aesthetic is a dynamic,
continually evolving concept of self in the active pursuit
of desire... As revealed and explored through the
automatism n, the creative condition
(psychological/physical) which one enters with the
intention of utilizing pre-reflective, pre-rational
consciousness, escaping the prison of logic to encounter
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intimate realities bound only by the next thought and
driven only by the last."3 Barret John Erickson
Pierre Reverdy wrote
"
The image is a pure creation of the mind.
It cannot be born from a comparison but from a
juxtaposition of two or more or less distant realities.
The more the relationship between the two juxtaposed
realities is distant and true, the stronger the image will
be-
the greater its emotional power and poetic reality...*4
*Nord Sud, March 1918
This passage is simple and yet revealing to me. I
can not point to an exact source of where I my get ideas.
The ideas, the inspirations are cumulating years of
seeing and then forgetting. I do not like to go to the Art
Museums to induce inspirations. What sparks my
imagination is a combination of what my memory retains
and what I visually absorb on a day to day basis. What
triggers these memories can be induced cognitively, visually,





Although the concept of combining my lettering
and my weaving was always germane to my work, I was at a
loss as how to create a successful integration of the two.
Within the Textile program at Rochester Institute
of Technology I had been doing a series of independent studies
in multi-layer techniques in weaving, and I was fascinated by
the concept of being able to weave multi-layers of fabric
simultaneously. However, the number of harnesses available to
me limited how many layers I could weave at one time.
I had made several samplers and experimented with
a pocket weave where I could weave several pockets. I could
make them as long and as wide as I wanted and then stuff them
with paper, coins, or other intriguing items. This, of course,
made me think of Marcel Duchamp's "Ball of Twine5 with the
hidden object inside". I wanted to discover all the possible




As I started the work, I began to reflect on my passion
for swimming and how the water affects me. Weaving and
water both create this rhythmic motion that create a feeling
of being centered. This feeling of balance helped me to stay in
touch with my goals while addressing some very traumatic
memories that were being expressed within my work.
What materials could I possibly weave that would
capture these memories accurately. I tested wire, it was too
rigid. Wire possesses color and I definitely wanted to avoid the
use of color. My memories had no color. I was searching for an
achromatic solution.
I went home still pondering all these questions and came
upon some old fishing line my brother had in the basement.
Monofilament (fishing line) had some possibilities, yet
limitations. It was thick and hard to work with it. Spools I had
obtained were tints of blue and peach (20 lb test line), not
being an expensive commodity, I was free to experiment with
the monofilament and create pockets, with the multi-layer
technique I had worked with earlier. These pockets could hold
various objects I found .These found objects consisted of an
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old 45 rpm disc for a record player, scraps of water color
paper hand lettered, paper clips, pennies, wood chips and
marbles. These were found objects that I could include within
the woven pockets. (figure 5)
I enjoyed the freedom of the piece immensely. Taking the
work off the loom, the pocket sample appeared humorous,
stiff, and graffiti-like. I began placing the same objects that
were inside the pockets on top of the pockets, and I then
sprayed the work with ink from a letrajet. This was similar to
an airbrush but used markers instead of paint. The surface
painting reminded me of graffiti art done on the subways walls
and trains in New York City, where I had grown up.
This began another series of experiments with the pocket
weave structure.
First, I copied some poetry from my journals by painting
on different materials with watercolor, magic markers, and
fabric dye. I decided to incorporate them into the pocket weave
I was producing. Unlike the various objects I inserted into the
previous piece, I was reluctant to fragment the journal
writings from its original written form to fit into the small
woven pockets. These pieces were precious to me, and I was
reluctant to lose the uniqueness of the painted fabrics by
















































I proceeded to make a series of experimental works using
a lighter weight monofilament. I found that a 6 lb test line for
the warp and a clear sewing thread for the weft were the best
weights to work with. Various weights and texture of fabric
were used in this process, cotton, silks and rayon. Electronic
copiers were used to copy these images onto paper. I had easy
access to a black and white copier. I glued the black and white
paper copies together and inserted them into the pockets
formed by the monofilament pocket weave.(figure 7)
Satisfied by the results, I then began experimenting with
a Canon color copier. Repeating the process of cutting and
inserting the pieces into the pockets, I felt ready to cut the
original fabric and place it into the last section.
This series became the basis for my future directions.
The old fishing line was like the Rauschenberg phase,
collecting garbage. Placing found objects together in an almost
Duchamp manner, I was influenced by the graffiti messages in
New York City. The work expressed a primitive, unrefined yet
eclectic style.
Next I explored correct weights, color and non color for
my future works. I tested monofilament weights from clear
sewing thread to twenty pound test line. I started with a six










tie the slippery six pound test to the loom. When this was
accomplished, by weaving a large hedder of four to six inches
of cotton sheeting and another four inches of wool the warp
was able to be rolled onto the cloth beam with the desired
tension that I needed for weaving. I continued to use the clear
sewing thread for the weft. When this was accomplished the
woven monofilament produced an iridescent, translucency that
partially blurred my inserted images. This blurring conveyed
how I perceive my memories.(figures 7-1 Oa) It is as if my
memories are caught between a dreaming and an awakening
state. The added benefit of this translucent effect was that
the pieces could be viewed from both the front and back, so
much like the way I remember. The tracking of time and place
is always jumbled. It does not matter which way I view it
because I don t always remember the sequencing of when






DRAFT FOR POCKET WEAVE
Draft of Pocket Weave and tie up
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Changing from one block to
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
the other
A to B closes the pocket .This
0 0 0 0 0 is called a weft tie down.
0 0 0 C 0
0 0 0 0 0 To stuff Block A Press treadle
0 0 0 0 0 a, stuff pockets before changing




To stuff Block B press treadle




I had spent the year before entering graduate school
studying with Reggie Ezzell, a well known and respected
calligrapher, taking his Intensive Masters Level Calligraphy
seminar. I took the work directly from journals made during
that period. I made them into twenty two screens. I chose to
silk screen because I did not have enough time to work on new
images and I wanted to use my own hand lettered work. I felt
what was in my journals was the most honest depiction of who
I was. The work was written in the style of Automatic Writing.




To retain the detail and quality of my images the
lithographic positive film outputs had to be top quality. I was
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able to make these images with the help of the Electronic
Publishing and Printing Department Printing Department at the
National Institute for the Deaf, Rochester, New York. I used a
flat bed scanner to scan my images into the computer. The
scanned images were sent to the Agfa Select Set 5000 Image
Setter. The images were then outputted to acetate sheets,
called positives films. The positive films were then placed on
the nylon mesh screens. The screens were previously coated
with a photo emulsion and then exposed with light from an arc
lamp to create to expose an image onto the screen. The screen




I took seven yards of cotton and I laid it out on a print
table. Over that I stretched 7 yards of translucent silk. I then
proceeded to start screening. Intuitively, I printed where I felt
it was appropriate, (psychic automatism).
That is all that I did for three full days and nights. I had
just that amount of time to do the work, and that's exactly
what I did. After the material was printed, I made sure
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that it was securely pinned together. I printed the silk and the
cotton backing. I hung it up around the room and just stared at
it for a long time.(figure 1 ) Some of the material had shifted
and I realized I had double images of everything. I had used the
cotton to support the silk, but the image had imprinted itself
on both the cotton and silk.
I invited several of my classmates to come in and give
me feedback on what I had done. One of my classmates noticed
the shift in material and said it gave the piece a sense of
depth. I decided to incorporate this perception of depth into my
thesis.( figure 11-13)
Different mediums were used to adhere the cotton and
silk materials together. Matte varnishes, both matte and
glossy, were applied. They stiffened the material and made the
fabric more manageable. I then used a plastic polymer that
changed the feel of the fabric. The outcome of that test was
unsatisfactory for the effect. I wanted to achieve. The fabric
took on an artificial, vinyl like appearance. I needed to find a
solution that would retain the fabrics natural characteristics.
My Professor Max Lenderman suggested a material called
Wonder-Under^ which is an adhesive material that is ironed
onto the back of one fabric and then is peeled off and leaves
the adhesive behind. With this product I was able to lay the
silk on top of the cotton and still retain translucency. An added








surface slightly stiff, which made it easier to cut and insert
into the pockets.
PROCESS VI
PUTTING THE PIECES TOGETHER
I proceeded to cut the seven yards of fabric into five
sections. I cut three of the sections into strips which I used as
weft in a warp of six pound test monofiliament. I used a
damask pattern, so that when the woven fabric is fluctuated,
it captures light, and small rectangular patterns appear over
the strips. This section became the seven floating panels.
The other two fabric sections were incorporated into
three panels which were viewed as translucent screens (figure
8). I made each screen section by alternating columns of plain
weave and columns of double weave for the pockets. The plain
weave defined the sections between the pockets. I decided
each row of pockets would be based on a ratio of three to one
(3:1). There was no reason for this ratio, it was simply an
arbitrary decision and I like odd numbers.
DRAFT FOR DAMASK WEAVE
Darnas;k Tie iJP
warp face weft face
10 0 0 0 0 0
9
0 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0






















I believe I have accomplished two objectives in my life.
One is that I have proven to myself that I can do beautiful art
work. To achieve my second goal, I must let go and let my work
evolve into its own life. As I have released my fears and my
demons, I have created new space for what has become my
thesis. My art stands uniquely on its own. I am grateful for
having the opportunity to indulge in myself and let it show in
my work. I will continue to work with the tenacious nature of
monofilament because it represents my struggle. Monofilament
has a tenacious nature that can be resistant and quirky in its
disposition. Patience and practice in working with the medium
are necessary for achieving positive results. I am pleased with
the aesthetic it creates. The skill in weaving this fabric is
tedious, but the results are incredibly gratifying.
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